A new practical, high-performance mobile robot localization technique is described that is motivated by the fact that many man-made environments contain substantially flat, visually textured surfaces of persistent appearance. While the tracking of image regions is much studied in computer vision, appearance is still a largely unexploited localization resource in commercially relevant applications. We show how prior appearance models can be used to enable highly repeatable mobile robot guidance that, unlike commercial alternatives, is both infrastructure-free and free-ranging. Very large-scale mosaics are constructed and used to localize a mobile robot operating in the modeled environment. Straightforward techniques from vision-based localization and mosaicking are used to produce a field-relevant AGV guidance system based only on vision and odometry. The feasibility, design, implementation, and precommercial field qualification of such a guidance system are described.
Introduction-Mosaic-Based Localization
Imagine yourself flying over a city in a small airplane. Let the airplane be restricted to level flight and let the terrain below be assumed to be essentially flat. That is, let the terrain undulations be small relative to the aircraft altitude. You can see the ground below through a small viewfinder in the floor. You have a map of the city in the form of a large high-resolution photograph. Your task is to locate yourself, to the nearest building, by matching the views in the viewfinder to the mosaic.
The International Journal of Robotics Research Vol. 19, No. 11, November 2000 , pp. 1104 -1125 This scenario illustrates the technique of mosaic-based localization described in this article. Replace the viewfinder with a camera, replace the airplane with any vehicle traveling parallel to a mostly flat surface, restrict vehicle motion to the streets, and you have the general idea. This approach to localization has shown itself to be both robust and of high performance in the environments to which it is targeted.
Application to Textured, Simply Structured Scenes
This article will apply the above technique to the application of (robot) vehicle localization. We use a mosaic as the large high-resolution image that is used as the map, and hence the technique will be called mosaic-based localization. We will restrict our attention to scenes that are locally flat enough that the use of a mosaic as a prior scene model makes sense. Such scenes will be called simply structured. The work described here should apply with little modification to all such scenes when the more fundamental requirements of visual tracking are also satisfied.
The goal of the article is to introduce a relatively simple and robust solution to an important localization problem. We will exploit all available assumptions and engineering simplifications to their fullest potential if their overall impact on reliability is considered a positive one. As a result, the vision problem is so reduced in complexity that a guidance system capable of tracking velocities exceeding 1000 times its resolution per second is produced.
Using mosaics of the floor, we convert the problem of vehicle localization into a simple instance of the camera pose recovery problem of computer vision and thereby introduce a field-relevant form of vision-based localization.
Although there are clear alternatives, we will exploit the particular advantages of using floor imagery rather than images of other surfaces. Also, while many other applications satisfy our scene constraints, we will discuss the details of an application to industrial AGVs.
Description of the Approach
We will represent the environment as an appearance modelin all its photorealistic richness. While there are other ways to acquire real textures, we use mosaicking techniques to construct this model. Our technique differs from visual odometry (Chatila et al. 1999; Olson et al. 2000) in that considerable effort is expended to create a globally consistent model. It differs from landmark-based localization in that the scene is represented in an iconic form rather than as a list of landmark locations.
The steps of our mosaic-based approach to localization are • construct a mosaic of an appropriate area.
• render it globally consistent and store it in persistent memory, and • subsequently track motion over the mosaic using a visual tracker that computes camera pose.
Rationale
Given that a mosaic scene model can be constructed in principle, it still remains to explain why it is even worth such effort. For our purposes, a mosaic is a particularly convenient and appropriate form of prior scene model. This conclusion can be rationalized as follows:
• Prior models enable higher tracking velocities. We will create and track position in persistent models rather than tracking regions of pixels from frame to frame. When speed exceeds levels at which successive images overlap in the scene, there is no information that can be tracked from image to image. However, referencing a prior model eliminates the image overlap constraint so long as some part of the model remains in view.
• Global consistency imparts repeatability. Prior models imply that the position reported at a particular location is a one-to-one function of that location because a definitive location is stored with (or repeatably derived from) the persistent model. If the model is also globally consistent, reported position becomes a one-to-one function of location and the result becomes neither time nor path dependent. When such models are used, the system becomes as repeatable as its fundamental resolution (while its accuracy depends on the quality of model calibration).
• Iconic models are best in featureless scenes. If features are dense in the target environment and of high enough resolution to be representable as discrete, a simplified feature-based modeling approach can be best. However, if features are rare, spatially distributed, and/or subtle, an iconic representation encodes the maximum useful information in terms of providing the best immunity from false correspondence matches and highest spatial (subpixel) resolution.
• Geometry assumptions simplify processing. Of course, when scene geometry can be regarded as known, algorithms need not recover shape as well as motion, and the distortion of iconic features due to motion can be predicted.
• Image registration can generate the necessary highresolution appearance models. The ratio of excursion to required resolution for many applications will exceed the spatial resolution achievable in a single image. However, image registration can be used to generate an image whose memory footprint is limited only by the computer used.
Hence, a class of problems exists for which repeatable, high-resolution, high-speed localization is required and image registration can be used to produce the necessary prior model (a mosaic) for a vision-based solution.
Key Assumptions
When cameras are used for vision-based localization, the ability to render a scene permits navigation from real-time imagery (Schmitt et al. 1999) . While it is certainly possible to compute unrestricted 3-D camera motion in an (even unknown) 3-D scene, our application will make and exploit several more simplifying assumptions:
• Persistent appearance. While a persistent shape assumption is commonly made of scene geometry, the use of a persistently stored model of scene appearance assumes that the actual appearance of the scene will not change significantly over operationally significant periods of time. Exceptions to this assumption are common, but the appearance change needs to be significant and it needs to occur everywhere to render the present technique inoperable. The process of learning slowly changing appearance is also a theoretical possibility.
• 2-D scene. We will use appearance models constructed from real imagery. While completely general 3-D polygon models are certainly possible, we will assume that the scene can be represented by a mosaic mapped onto a 2-D surface. This assumption applies, at least locally, to most man-made indoor and outdoor environments.
• Substantially flat scene. While the assumption can be completely relaxed in general (e.g., in computer graphics), we will assume that the scene is flat enough that self-occlusion and depth discontinuities cannot occur. This assumption also applies, at least locally, to most man-made indoor and outdoor environments. Such environments often consist of flat surfaces punctuated by line intersections with other flat surfaces.
• Restricted camera motion. While arbitrary camera motion is computable, we will restrict motion to be consistent with being mounted under a terrain-following vehicle. That is, the camera moves in a plane parallel to the flat scene while being oriented parallel to the terrain normal as shown in Figure 1 . Under these conditions, the general problem of "rendering" the scene is reduced literally to that of extracting the pixels in the rectangular region predicted to be in view.
• Restricted mosaic topology. While not necessary in general, we will confine our attention to environments where vehicle motion is restricted to roadways or guidepaths, rather than regions wider than an image in more than one direction, except at intersections. To do so simplifies considerably the problem of constructing globally consistent mosaics. Confinement to guidepaths is required for safety reasons in the AGV application.
• Primary position estimate. Since we will confine the application to that of vehicles, it is useful and not overly restrictive to assume the availability of an independent estimate of camera motion between frames. This primary position estimate can be used to increase reliability and very significantly increase tracking performance and therefore vehicle speed.
Prior Work

Prior Localization Work
Many different techniques have been proposed for localization in general (Borenstein, Everett, and Feng 1996) Haralick et al. 1989 ), but such techniques often deal with the much harder problem of a three-dimensional scene, often of unknown, sometimes nonrigid geometry, and often with unrestricted camera motion. While there are, no doubt, many ways to categorize vision-based approaches, they can be distinguished for our purposes based on the following:
• Sensor modality. Whether they use appearance (cameras [Andersen, Jones, and Crowley 1997] ), or shape (radar, sonar [Chen and Williams 1993] , or lidar [Einsele 1997 ]), or both (Matthies, Kanade, and Szeliski 1989) .
This choice can be based on the relative visual or geometric richness of the environment.
• Feature detail. Whether topological (Kuipers and Byun 1988) , spatially discrete (Haralick et al. 1989; Leonard and Durrant-Whyte 1991a) , extended features such as lines (Atiya and Hager 1993; Krotkov 1989) , full iconic representations of the scene (Elfes 1987) , entire images (Olson 1997) , or iconic features are used and manipulated.
• Model explicitness. Whether a model of the environment is created or more direct sensor-based methods (Drocourt et al. 1999 ) are used to directly associate position with sensor readings-bypassing an explicit model entirely.
• Model determinism. Whether deterministically or stochastically based (Burgard et al. 1996) sensor predictions are generated.
• Storage persistence. Whether the explicit model is stored in persistent storage or whether features are simply tracked from frame to frame (Lu and Milios 1997) .
• Global consistency. Whether the model is globally consistent (Chatila and Laumond 1985) or it consists of a series of locally consistent submodels that have not been registered.
Other important distinctions include the information content of the map or model used, the algorithm used to predict position, whether the map is being learned or used or both (Guivant, Nebot, and Baiker forthcoming) , the structuredness of the environment, and whether a 2-D or 3-D pose is generated.
Prior Mosaicking Work
The practice of image mosaicking, of producing larger images from the union of smaller ones registered in their regions of overlap, is an old one. Mosaicking is closely related to image registration and rectification, and camera motion analysis. The technique of automatic construction of mosaics by computer is also relatively old (Burt and Adelson 1983) .
Automated mosaicking (Zheng and Chellappa 1993) is often useful in its own right. Applications include station keeping (Sparks, Rock, and Lee 1995) , video coding (Irani, Anandan, and Hsu 1995) , image stabilization (Wixon et al. 1998) , and visualization (Szeliski 1994) . Only recently have near real-time ) and globally consistent (Sawhney, Hsu, and Kumar 1998) mosaicking solutions emerged.
Prior Motion Estimation Work
The literature on determining the motion of a camera and/or the geometry of a scene is extensive. Motion can be recovered from a known scene (Weng, Huang, and Ahuja 1987) , and this problem is related to visual odometry. Scene structure can be determined from camera motion (Ullman 1979; Matthies, Kanade, and Szeliski 1989) . Shape and motion can also be determined simultaneously (Tomasi and Kanade 1992) , and all shape and motion assumptions seem ultimately unnecessary.
Prior Visual Tracking Work
Once a camera is permitted to move relative to a scene, one can observe correspondence or flow (Schunck 1985) . For correspondence, the related problem of visual tracking (Shi and Tomasi 1994; Hager and Bellhumeur 1998) becomes important.
Prior Pose Refinement Work
Of course, the distinction between a rigid scene and an object is largely unimportant, and the distinction between location or motion of the camera versus that of the scene is unimportant. It is well-known that relatively few correspondences between the image and the scene are necessary to constrain the relative pose of a camera and a known object or scene (Horaud et al. 1989) . Fairly general 3-D solutions for finding the relative pose have been known for some time (Gennery 1992 ).
Prior Image-Based Rendering Work
Since we will render predicted imagery, this work is related to image-based rendering. The problem of image-based rendering (Chen and Williams 1993; Laveau and Faugeras 1994; Werner, Hersch, and Hlavac 1995) is related to visual tracking in that the motions and deformations of all regions of the image are being predicted. Solutions enable the prediction of imagery in all its photorealistic richness from camera views that have not necessarily been previously recorded but are close enough to views that have been recorded to enable view interpolation.
Characterization of Vision Problem
Much of this literature solves problems far more difficult than our problem here. We will be interested in computing the pose of a camera mechanically constrained to move in 2-D over a known, rigid, flat, unambiguously textured scene. Our problem is a trivial version of the camera pose recovery problem. It is not even as difficult as camera calibration since we will rectify imagery to exhibit ideal pinhole geometry. There are only three degrees of freedom of motion, and two corresponding points will suffice to locate the camera relative to the mosaic. Furthermore, an external estimate of camera motion will be exploited to heavily constrain the search for features.
Feature matching will be reduced to trivial rigid template matching since depth is everywhere constant and we even have complete control over the lighting. We will find it necessary to "render" regions of the predicted scene from the assumed camera location, but our geometric constraints literally reduce this problem to extraction of a rectangular region from another image.
Commercial Motivation
Our scene structure assumptions apply to some of the most commercially relevant forms of contemporary mobile robots. In particular, industrial AGVs, such as the one shown in Figure 2, are typically confined to specific guidepaths in flat floor environments. Lack of sophisticated obstacle detection systems implies that they require highly repeatable guidance systems.
When compared with the contemporary solutions of wire, laser, fiducially aided inertial, and radio guidance, mosaic-based localization is uniquely infrastructure free. This potential has long been recognized. It may also be higher in repeatability, less expensive, and easier to install.
Service robots are another emerging significant mobile robotics market. For these, some, such as mail couriers, are confined to guidepaths, while others, such as floor cleaners, are not. In the latter case, solutions to 2-D mosaicking are also available.
Feasibility Analyses
This section will cover some of the more obvious questions that immediately arise when the concept of tracking a largescale mosaic is first considered. Some of the requirements that such a guidance system must satisfy to function effectively are discussed, and then analyses are offered that demonstrate that these requirements can be met under certain assumptions.
The algorithms and results described in this section constitute a feasibility analysis to verify the general concept. Many are not part of the real-time implementation.
Requirements
Mosaic-based localization has the same scene texture requirements of all correspondence-based vision algorithms. The scene must exhibit texture that is • strong enough,
• common enough, and • sufficiently unambiguous.
Of course, processing capability commensurate with the motion being tracked is also important in visual tracking. In our AGV application, the need to track feature velocities of 1000 pixels per second raises such concerns immediately.
When the notion of a persistently stored mosaic is considered, some immediate issues are • sufficient image storage and fast enough access is needed,
• the assumption of persistent appearance over the long term is usually challenged, and
• constructing globally consistent mosaics can be a difficult process.
With the exception of the last point, this list of issues can be reduced to texture, memory, and processor speed. Systematic consideration of these potential problems leads to the conclusion that contemporary sensing and computing technology are adequate to the task in suitable environments. The following sections discuss these matters in more detail.
Storage
When tracking against an entire mosaic, it is necessary to have the entire region that could be traversed available at least in offline memory, if not in RAM. Estimates of storage requirements come down to a determination of the surface area that must be covered and of the required pixel size on that surface.
Area
Area is straightforward to estimate in principle. The union of all the floor area that will ever be seen by the camera is needed. In our application, the guidepaths are fixed, well studied, and available well before vehicle installation.
Resolution
Resolution is determined by the worst-case requirement generated from several concerns:
• Texture scale. If the surface texture exists only at fine levels of detail, the pixels must be correspondingly small to resolve it. Most surfaces we have encountered, however, exhibit texture at all practically useful scales.
• Pose resolution. The resolution of the xand ycoordinates determined by vision clearly depends on pixel size. More problematic, angular resolution depends on both pixel size and image width. Our scene geometry assumptions, however, imply that the relationship between image and pose resolution is constant.
• Reliability. Depending on the quality of the primary position estimate discussed later and the vision update rate, a stringent requirement on resolution can result from the need to track the mosaic. An angular error in the pose computed in a given cycle causes a position error in the location of the search window in the next cycle. This matter is analyzed carefully later in this section.
Storage
For a pixel size δ of 2.5 mm, Figure 3 shows that one-tenth of a square kilometer of area can be stored in 10 GByte of memory. This amount of storage corresponds to a single contemporary DVD ROM. Memory requirements drop quadratically if the pixel size can be increased. In a realistic manufacturing setting, vehicles are limited to specific guidepaths perhaps a meter wide, so the graph also indicates that 100 Km of guidepath (10 5 square meters) can be stored in only 10 GByte of memory. Fig. 3 . Storage requirements. Up to 100 Km of guidepath can be stored at 2.5 mm resolution in 10 GByte of memory.
Texture
This section discusses the existence of appropriate texture in typical floor imagery and evaluates some representative imagery. Figure 4 shows images of floor scenes in manufacturing facilities that exhibit typical textured patterns.
Much of the texture encountered is fairly persistent because it is due to mechanical wear and tear creating physical texture of the surface. In cases of repetitive texture, such as the ramp image, such processes can often introduce uniqueness.
Unambiguous Signal
A very direct test of whether or not an image, or part of an image, contains sufficient texture for template matching is to compute the autocorrelation of candidate templates as a function of template displacement in all directions from its nominal position. A template is suitable for matching when • it possesses sufficient texture,
• it has a high cross-correlation surface peak, and • it has no competitive peaks in a neighborhood.
All conditions, when met together, will imply good noise rejection. Texture in the template implies that a local maximum correlation will exist. Many metrics of texture have been proposed, but intuitively, measures of local intensity variation, edginess, or gradient magnitude will suffice for a qualitative assessment.
Good cross-correlation implies a high degree of similarity between the template and the candidate mosaic region (Burt, Yen, and Xu 1982) . It is important to recognize that this second condition does not imply the first because even relatively textureless regions may correlate perfectly. Of course, any template autocorrelation surface peak always has a value of unity, so it is the normalized cross-correlation between the image template and the mosaic that matters.
Uniqueness implies a low probability of false matches. A good measure of this third criterion is the difference in height between the highest and the second highest autocorrelation peak in the search neighborhood. When the difference is large, it should be possible to correctly match the template even in the presence of substantial random noise because significant noise would be necessary to lower the higher peak and/or raise the lower peak.
Uniqueness in a Representative Concrete Floor Image
Figure 5 presents a quantitative assessment of the suitability of a concrete floor image using expensive, definitive, brute force techniques that would not be justified in a real-time implementation. Of course, one image tells us little about the general situation. However, one image can show that subjective evaluations of texture can be overly conservative. The goal is to show that the entire image is suitable for use as template features of some fixed size in some fixed local neighborhood.
The original image shows the nicks, cracks, and scratches that might be expected due to normal wear and tear. Point imperfections, which are particularly valuable for localization, are apparent as well. The texture-enhanced image and texture score image are generated using the statistical normalization and gradient covariance algorithms described later in Section 4.3. One can verify that whiter pixels in the texture score image correspond to features of higher texture due to imperfections in the floor. While it may subjectively seem that this concrete floor image lacks sufficient texture, it is actually acceptable for a 9 × 9 template size at every single pixel in the absence of noise.
The autocorrelation score image is generated from the difference of the highest and the second highest autocorrelation peak in a 17 × 17 search window centered at each pixel. In general, while tracking the mosaic, the search window size must always equal or exceed the accumulated error between vision fixes, estimated in Section 2.5.4.
Let C 1 be the correlation score of the highest peak (which is unity for autocorrelation). Let C 2 be the correlation score of the second highest peak (or it could be simply the highest score outside the radius of the highest peak). Then the autocorrelation score image is a scaled version of
For the test image, there are no pixels for which (C 1 − C 2 ) < 0.2 and fewer than 1% have (C 1 − C 2 ) < 0.4. Hence, this image is likely to be an excellent image for the purpose of template matching.
Persistent Appearance
Robustness to changes in appearance can be related to the stability of the uniqueness score introduced above under corruption of the original image. One type of analysis that can be done is to deliberately corrupt an image (simulating dirt, for instance) and then to cross-correlate the result with the original. This analysis is similar to that performed in Shi and Tomasi (1994) .
The goal of this section is to show that feature matching in the previous relatively featureless image can be made robust to random noise when feature selection is augmented by a search for high-texture regions. A preprocessing search for high-texture pixels is a good idea for two reasons:
• Noise immunity is correlated with high texture.
• More thorough tests are too expensive to perform.
For example, computation of our texture score for a 160 × 120 image requires 70 milliseconds, whereas the correlation score requires a full 3 minutes. Figure 6 illustrates the result of cross-correlating a pristine mosaic against a noisy image. A 17 × 17 search window is used, and a peak that is mislocated by 8 pixels is deemed a false positive. The threshold of 8 is chosen because the radius (sharpness) of the correlation peak is always related through common computations to the size of the correlation window in addition to inherent texture.
The curve labeled "Texture Threshold" depicts the highest texture score of any false positive at the indicated injected noise level (as determined from its deviation from ground truth). In this case, the vertical axis is proportional to the texture score. By definition, no region whose texture score exceeds the threshold generates a false positive. Such regions are safe for matching at the indicated noise level.
The curve labeled "Percent above Threshold" is the number of image pixels whose texture score remains above this threshold. In this case, the vertical axis represents a percentage.
Clearly, as the threshold rises, the percentage of regions above threshold must lower. The fact that random noise of magnitude of 25% of the maximum intensity is required to Fig. 6 . Noise immunity. For a maximum gray level value of 255, it takes random noise with a standard deviation of 60 counts applied at every pixel in a template before the highesttexture regions in the image generate false positives. render the highest texture threshold useless predicts a high level of noise immunity for high-texture pixels.
Of course, in addition to feature prequalification, another reason for this level of noise immunity in the face of little absolute texture is the surface-normal orientation of the camera optical axis. If necessary, the feature size can be increased to levels that impart high noise immunity without suffering from distortion problems.
This analysis concentrates on (Gaussian) random noise because it impacts the reliability of matching. Errors in motion estimation are another matter entirely-affecting the reliability of search. Such errors are analyzed next.
Processing Requirements
It remains to be shown that a vehicle moving at a given speed can support the processing necessary to update its position continuously using a mosaic-based positioning system.
Processing Required to Localize N Templates-Fixed Search Radius
Let us suppose that normalized cross-correlation is the matching mechanism used and that the time required to normalize the image can be neglected. For a template of size w × w, it clearly takes at least w 2 operations to compute its cross-correlation coefficient with another template of equal size. If various overhead operations such as array indexing are included, let there be K operations required per pixel in the template to arrive at Kw 2 operations per template correlation.
If an entire region of size W × W is to be searched, the careful reader can verify that it is not possible to reuse any computations, so the required processing to search for a match to a single template is KW 2 w 2 .
Processing two templates per image is a mathematical minimum to provide sufficient constraint on 2-D camera pose. However, to determine the location robustly, it will likely be necessary to process more than this. Let us assume that N templates are necessary. Hence, computation of a position fix will require flops = NKW 2 w 2 .
If a position fix is required every T cyc seconds, then the required computational power devoted to template matching is
This result can be rewritten in a more convenient form. First, in terms of the number of correlation operations ("correlation ops") required per unit time:
Second, in terms of the number of template matches required per unit time:
Third, in terms of the number of units of search area tested per unit time:
The variation of processing with search radius W and cycle time T cyc has been left intact to address below some mechanisms for determining them.
Intrinsic Processing Requirements
To not get lost, the area searched per unit time by vision must equal or exceed the error that has accumulated per unit time. In practice, both the search radius and the time period of vision cycles are somewhat arbitrary-provided the above condition is satisfied-but we will shortly show that an optimum value for both can be rationalized. Before doing so, it is necessary to determine models for the accumulation of error with time and distance.
Odometry Error Accumulation Model
Consider the problem of predicting the time evolution of tracking error after some particular fix. Here, the tracking error is the difference between the predicted position of a template and its actual position in the mosaic. The predicted position depends on the results of the last fix, and the odometry error since then. The actual position depends on the true position in the scene and the error in the mosaic. Hence, the total difference is the sum of many effects.
Let us assume that a dead-reckoning system is used to compute an estimate of where the camera is, and that the estimate is used to compute the center of template search regions. Furthermore, assume that the dead-reckoning system computes heading by integrating differential angular changes evident from the differences in the encoder readings of two wheels.
Let a random noise component whose variance is proportional to distance be present on each of two wheel encoders. This quantity represents a lumped parameter for all sources of random error and takes the form
Let a scale error proportional to distance be used as a lumped parameter to represent the accumulated effect of all forms of systematic encoder errors such as changes in wheel radius, calibration errors, wheel slip, and so on. This quantity takes the similar form
Although the errors take similar forms, they propagate differently since systematic errors add directly, whereas random ones add in the root mean square sense.
Perturbation analysis (detailed in Kelly 2000) can be used to show that in the case of integrated heading, for straight reference trajectories, the greatest error accumulates in the direction transverse to the direction of travel for both random and systematic sources.
Let S denote the total distance traveled, L denote the wheel separation, γ denote the random error gradient, and α denote the systematic error gradient. The accumulated odometry errors take the form shown in Table 1 .
Growth of Error between Fixes
The results of Table 1 can be used to predict the growth of error between fixes. The error in predicted position of the camera depends on both the error in the start pose due to the last fix and the error incurred by odometry since the last fix. Additionally, any separation of the camera from the reference point of odometry further amplifies the effect of the angular components of error from both sources (as does the deviation of templates from the center of the image).
Suppose the vehicle starts at pose P 0 and it is perturbed by errors in the first position fix of x 0 and θ 0 to pose P 0 . Thereafter, odometry is used to determine the motion that occurs over an excursion of length S. In the absence of any error, the vehicle pose would be computed to be P f and the corresponding camera pose would be C f . These are the ground truth terminal poses. However, we will model the impact of systematic and random error sources, which put the computed vehicle and camera terminal poses at P f and C f .
Errors will be assumed to be small enough to propagate linearly. The total heading error is the sum of the initial and the odometry error. 
The total crosstrack error is the sum of the initial crosstrack error, the effect of the initial heading error acting over the distance traveled, the crosstrack error due to odometry, and the effect of the total heading error acting over the distance D from the vehicle frame to the camera frame.
We will estimate the random components of error as 3 times the standard deviation. Using expressions from Table 1 , we therefore have
Substitution for the crosstrack error leads to its accumulation with distance
This expression contains seven terms, respectively corresponding to • initial crosstrack error,
• initial heading error acting over distance traveled,
• systematic odometry crosstrack error,
• random odometry crosstrack error,
• initial heading error acting over camera offset,
• systematic odometry heading error over camera offset, and
• random odometry heading error over camera offset.
The situation is summarized in Figure 7 . This result can be quantified by assuming values for the parameters. Table 2 summarizes the assumptions used.
These assumptions give rise to the error accumulation with distance indicated in Figure 8 . Such an error model is far more realistic than a simple percentage of distance traveled. Note, for example, that at a distance of 10 cm, while the random error gradient α is only 1% of distance, the total error is 15% of distance. This discrepancy is due mostly to the assumed initial heading and crosstrack error. Initial angle error δ/ x 0 Initial crosstrack error δ Fig. 8 . Error accumulation. Various systematic and random error sources combine to produce the total error in estimated position of a template as shown. The legend is listed in the order that the regions are stacked.
Processing Required for Tracking-Variable Search Radius
Consider designing a mosaic-based localization system for which the search "radius" W/2 is adjusted dynamically to equal the estimate of error x(S) at any given time. If the vehicle travels at constant velocity V , and the pixel size is δ, then the distance traveled is easily related to the cycle time and the search diameter in pixels becomes
Our earlier expression for the processing required to maintain visual lock becomes
The cycle time is still a free variable since we can choose to cycle at any rate regardless of vehicle speed. If we reuse our assumptions for error accumulation parameters, then a curve results for every value of vehicle speed for a given fixed cycle time. The growth of processing requirements with speed for four specific cycle times is shown in Figure 9 . In a manner explained next, faster or slower cycles may be better depending on the speed.
Update Rate for Minimum Processing Requirements
The dependence of processing requirements on speed is nonlinear, and hence it potentially has an extremum. As cycle time is increased, the required processing rate nominally goes down because the number of searches conducted per second is smaller. However, we have tied the size of the search radius to speed in such a way that it simultaneously drives processing requirements in the opposite direction.
Due to buildup of error over time, the size of those searches increases. Hence, the relationship is a rational polynomial in T cyc as was noted in the former expression:
Although this expression is a function only of T cyc , it is tedious to differentiate it to find the extremum. Numerically, however, it is easy to find the best cycle time for a given speed. Figure 10 gives processing requirements as a function of cycle time at a fixed speed of 2.5 m/s. This analysis of tracking requirements is similar to Vincze (1996) , but here, a noise floor has been added. Our noise floor models the fact that the last fix has some error in it. This component of error is not reduced by faster tracking updates so it penalizes faster updates and moves the optimum update rate away from the camera frame rate toward a finite cycle time. In a more general setting, feature distortion would place limits on how much cycle time can be increased before feature matching becomes problematic.
Dependence of Processing on Odometry
Given the introduced dependence of search radius on error, it is instructive to evaluate the quantitative impact of odom- Figure 11 shows the results of varying the systematic odometry error gradient α from zero to unity while operating at the speed and associated optimal cycle time of Figure 10 . The random error gradient γ is zeroed for the whole graph. Hence, zero for α represents perfect odometry, whereas unity represents lack of odometry where features are naively predicted to be in the last location reported by vision. For our error model, and an assumed speed of 2.5 m/s, odometry has the power to reduce processing requirements by 2 orders of magnitude.
Performance and Reliability Analyses
Certain aspects of performance and reliability are structural. That is, they are properties of the approach rather than of the environment, the hardware, the algorithm, or its implementation. This section explores some figures of merit that are particularly relevant to our approach.
In the process, it becomes clear that our scene geometry assumptions, a prior model, and odometry aiding lead to levels of tracking performance not possible in visual odometry and visual tracking. Several different regimes of operation exist that indicate clearly why mosaic-based localization achieves relatively high levels of tracking performance.
Projective Mapping
In mapping quantities in the scene to their associated quantities in the image plane, scene geometry dependence and projective loss of information can, of course, complicate matters. Figure 12 indicates the simplest case of motion confined to a single axis parallel to the image plane and defines notation for this section. Let x denote the image coordinate and X denote the corresponding scene coordinate while Z denotes depth. If the focal length is f , the basic projective mapping to the image plane is elementary:
In this restricted case, if depth is constant over a small motion in the scene, differential motions and hence velocities scale linearly from the scene to the image x = (f/Z) X, and depth in units of focal length is an important scaling parameter. Since motion parallel to the image plane is the worst case, limits on the feature velocities that can be tracked give rise to corresponding limits on associated camera-to-scene relative velocity.
Performance Attributes Related to Geometry
Of course, one of the many implications of the above mapping is that points at different depths have different image velocities, and therefore, depth gradient in a template implies distortion as the template moves. If we also allow depth to vary across a template, the total differential is
and a dependence on depth gradient in the scene Z X (infinite at occluding boundaries) is introduced. Dividing by a small time increment, it is clear that while the first term indicates template motion due to camera motion, the second indicates a distortion effect.
Distortion Speed Limit
When the range to features varies substantially over an image, severe limits on speed of tracking can be introduced by the distortion and/or occlusion of features from frame to frame. A small patch of scene of width X projects onto an image template of width w = (f/Z) X.
As the template moves across the image due to camera motion at speed V , for a time period of T cyc , its width changes by
Hence, the change in template size in relation to size is
where u is the template velocity in the image plane. If distortion is to be reduced to make feature matching easier, the only way to do so for given geometry is to reduce the nondimensional u/(w/T cyc ), which represents the template velocity in units of templates per cycle. If template size is determined by texture content or available computation, this can only be accomplished by reducing speed or cycle time. Of course, the expression also shows that distortion is eliminated if there is no depth gradient across the template. When geometry is such that features can be tracked across a significant portion of the image in a single cycle, another limit comes into play. This elementary observation is important here because our scene geometry assumptions allow us to break the distortion speed barrier.
Overlap Speed Limit
In many visual tracking applications, tracking features in successive frames implies a fundamental speed limit induced by the geometric constraint of overlapping fields of view. If the image width at the feature depth is , and β is the fraction of image overlap required for matching, the camera speed V must satisfy
The velocity of the camera in units of images moved per cycle is thereby limited to a value somewhat less than unity. If no feature is to be skipped over, the calculation must be performed for the feature at the minimum depth-whose velocity in the image is highest. This observation is important because the use of prior models such as mosaics allow us to also break this speed barrier when tracking.
Geometric Instability
Exceeding the overlap speed limit has important implications on the stability of tracking. Suppose for simplicity that depth is constant and that the camera moves parallel to the image plane. The heading can be determined from the positions of two features sufficiently separated in the image. Let one feature be mislocated by an error X k . The resulting effect on the computed heading is
Suppose further that the camera travels a distance S before another visual fix is attempted. At this point, the error of the original fix causes a position error normal to the direction of travel at the new position of
Since the nondimensional ratio of distance traveled to image width exceeds unity beyond the overlap speed limit, visual tracking becomes unstable. Given that there are many other sources of error that affect the predicted positions of features in the next image, instability is actually reached earlier than the above relation implies.
An important implication of this result is that errors of acceptable magnitude in a given visual fix can cause loss of visual lock in the next cycle where it would have been possible to recover at lower speeds. Such errors might be due, for example, to false feature matches or distortions of the mosaic. No amount of computational speed can help, and searching a radius larger than necessary can mean asking for trouble.
Specifically, even if a search diameter of W max can be sustained computationally per cycle, it can be prudent to limit the impact of feature matches beyond a safety diameter such as
because if the match is wrong, loss of lock is guaranteed in the next cycle. If, however, the match is correct, not using it will also cause problems-but this scenario indicates speeds too close to computational limits.
Pragmatic strategies to manage this issue include redundant sensing of intervening motion, estimates of accrued error, higher update rates, consistent mosaics, robust matching, and outlier rejection in pose determination.
Template Rotation Search Threshold
While templates do not distort in the absence of depth gradient, they do rotate. Since they rotate with the camera, their translation and rotation in the image plane must, however, be consistent with rigid body motion. If a template search radius of W/2 in the image plane is being searched, the system fundamentally makes the assumption that template translational error is less than this. For templates separated by the image width, the associated maximum translation at the edge of the template due to its own rotation is
This nondimensional is important because it allows us to ignore template orientation altogether because it cannot deviate enough from expectations to matter. When it is less than unity, template search can be constrained to translation only and order of the search process is reduced from a 3-D one to a 2-D one.
Impact on Mosaic Smoothness Requirements
It is clear that a mosaic must be free from registration errors and false intensity gradients everywhere to support reliable template matching. However, the preceding results imply a need for geometric consistency as well. First, if the assumption of 2-D rigid body motion of templates is to remain valid, areas on the order of size of an image must remain relatively undistorted-or affine transforms may be required. Further, if the heading derived from one fix is used to assist odometry in estimating the location of the next fix, then areas on the order of size of the distance between images must remain relatively undistorted so that, for example, a line between three features in the scene remains undistorted in the mosaic.
Performance Limits Related to Processing
Another class of performance limits are related to the speed of the processor. Recall that earlier, we expressed processing required as a function of the search radius W/2 and cycle time as
Processor Limited Speed
Since error depends on the motion between images, and required processing depends on error, processing required depends on motion. The results of Figure 9 summarize a detailed analysis, but a simpler closed-form result is sought here for the inverse relationship of speed on processing. Let the error that accumulates between images be given solely, and naively, by a fraction of distance X(S) = αS, setting the search radius W/2 to this and rearranging terms
indicating a quadratic dependence of processing on speed. Note that using no estimate of motion between images implies α = 1. If a dynamic model can generate a better estimate equivalent to α = 0.1, required processing drops two orders of magnitude. If odometry can be used to generate an estimate equivalent to α = 0.01, required processing is reduced two more orders of magnitude. This amounts to an intuitive explanation of Figure 11 .
Solving now for the speed at which accumulated error equals processing available,
This result indicates that highest tracking speeds are achieved for the smallest cycle times and possible speed grows with the square root of available processing.
Furthermore, in this simple model, sustainable speed is inversely proportional to error gradient α. As a result, the use of odometry might be expected to permit speeds up to 100 times the speeds achievable by searching from the last fix. However, more realistic models can be expected to reduce the predicted achievable speed significantly.
Safe Distance after Loss of Visual Lock
Fixed computing speed implies that a certain maximum feature search radius can be sustained per cycle.
where f search , the number of feature comparisons computable per second, is characteristic of the processor. A feature outside this radius will fail to be found and tracking will, at this point, fail. As was noted in Weng, Huang, and Ahuja (1987) ,
• this quantity has an optimum at some cycle time (the optimum in our case of a noise floor was computed earlier).
• given a dynamic model with some number of derivatives (state variables), the radius can be related to the time series truncation error associated with the first neglected derivative.
While it is common to assume that T cyc can be set arbitrarily within the limits of processing, this is not really the case. No features can be tracked when the camera is obliged to leave the mapped area or when occlusion, replacement, or obliteration of all texture in a relatively large region has occurred. This condition may occur in a particular vision cycle or a contiguous sequence of cycles.
For any given maximum sustainable search radius, the largest sustainable excursion without a position fix can be determined from graphs like Figure 8 by determining the distance at which the search radius is exceeded. For a rough rule of thumb, we can readily derive from the assumptions of this section that sustainable excursion grows with the square root of processor speed and that it is, again, massively improved by odometry:
Of course, if no processing in excess of the minimum required is available, a single missed image implies tracker failure.
Design
This section describes the major design decisions, overall architecture, and important algorithms. Our implementation is described for the specific purpose of AGV localization. Clearly, the implementation might differ significantly for other applications.
Position Estimator
The overall architecture of the position estimation system, of which mosaic-based localization is only a component, is as shown in Figure 13 .
As long as the system is operating, camera imagery is acquired as fast as processing can manage. Fig. 13 . Localization system. The system model integrates the equations of motion to interpolate to the instant of time requested. The odometry system and mosaic tracking system provide two complementary estimates of state. For largescale mosaics, a cache is needed to store part of the mosaic in RAM.
Simultaneously, an odometry thread of execution continues to read the wheel encoders to provide position estimates between image acquisitions.
Position estimates between encoder readings are supplied by integrating the equations of motion under a constant linear and angular velocity assumption. This system model runs continuously whether or not state requests have been received.
The inner circle delineates the mosaic tracker. The job of the mosaic tracker algorithm is the core problem of mosaicbased localization. It must determine where the camera is over the map. Following the localization literature, this section will use the more generic term map to mean the mosaic.
Mapping and Localization Modalities
The position estimator is coordinated with a mapping process that operates in a number of useful modes.
Visual Odometry
When the camera is continuously moving over an unknown area, provided successive images overlap, visual odometry, perhaps aided by the encoders, can be performed. At such times, evolving position error is unbounded.
Automatic Mapping
While traversing unknown areas, provided successive images overlap, the acquired imagery can optionally be added to the mosaic. If it is, the position reported for the location becomes repeatable. While this process can produce mosaics automatically, they are not guaranteed to be globally consistent unless they are (both apparently and actually) acyclic.
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping
When both visual odometry and automatic mapping are being performed, the system is performing a restricted form of simultaneous localization and mapping (Leonard and Durrant-Whyte 1991b) . Rendering mosaics globally consistent is an offline process, so it is discussed in a separate section.
Automatic Map Updates
In principle, an image that appears sufficiently different from expectations but is nonetheless confidently positioned can be used to overwrite the data in the map to reflect a change in appearance.
Automatic Mode Switching
It is possible for the system to automatically switch from one mode to another. Conceptual logic is as follows: 
Mosaic Tracker
The mosaic tracker is packaged as a standalone unit to permit it to be interfaced to a client system where it would serve as a terrain-aiding sensor package with embedded computing. It accepts an input state estimate and produces an updated one based on tracking the mosaic. Each execution of the mosaic tracker algorithm follows several steps. The following sections discuss each step in the process in the order they occur.
Input Transforms
The input state and uncertainty estimates must be transformed to account for three effects:
• Camera offset compensation. Incoming state and covariance must be adjusted to reflect the kinematic relationships between the camera and odometry.
• Delay compensation. Poses are adjusted to compensate for delays of any sort between image acquisition and the state estimate.
• Tracking error compensation. Incoming poses are processed differentially to compensate for any long-term drift between vision and incoming external estimate.
The last compensation arises because the need to track the mosaic is an entirely separate matter from the need to generate an optimal estimate of state. The mosaic-derived estimate is not optimal, in general. Note, however, that failing to incorporate mosaic corrections may render the external estimate nonrepeatable.
Image Preprocessing
Incoming images are preprocessed to compensate for lens distortion and lighting variation. For the latter, statistical normalization is used. Each pixel is replaced by its suitably scaled, normalized deviation from the mean of its local neighborhood, thus = (I − µ I )/σ I . Figure 14 presents a concrete floor image and its textureenhanced derivative image.
Texture Scoring
Let ∇x denote the intensity gradient in the x direction at a point in the image. For each pixel to be scored, for a neighborhood surrounding it, the smallest eigenvalue of the gradient covariance matrix (Lucas and Kanade 1981) is evaluated:
Tex Score Dyadic = ∇x∇x ∇x∇y ∇x∇y ∇y∇y , thereby rating potential features by their score in the direction of least texture. Better ways to find good features have been reported (Shi and Tomasi 1994) . In general, for any given texture level, the smallest template that is still large enough to generate a unique surface peak is computationally most efficient. Although methods to dynamically adjust window size are available, we use a fixed window. Figure 15 presents a concrete floor image and its texture score derivative image.
Feature Selection
For rectangular images, their overlap region is a convex polygon with at most 8 sides. In this region, features are selected based on their position and texture scores in the input image. This stage tries to simultaneously maximize the quality of the selected features and the distance between them (to enhance angular resolution). Once a feature is selected, its position in the mosaic is predicted and a search region around its predicted position is extracted from the mosaic. Regardless of Fig. 14. Normalization. This process removes most of the effects of image scale and bias differences between different images of the same floor area. Fig. 15 . Texture scoring. The texture scoring process identifies parts of the image possessing the most texture.
the data structure used for the mosaic, a coherent block of pixels surrounding each feature is most useful when template cross-correlation is computed later in the cycle.
Template Matching
While many popular methods of computing similarity exist, we currently use normalized correlation. Let a template extracted from the image be of size w × w pixels. The mosaic will be searched for inside a rectangular region of size W × W . The two window sizes are independent. While w is determined by the amount of texture, W is determined by the current position estimate uncertainty. In our case, the template rotational search threshold computed in Section 3.2.4 is not exceeded so it is not necessary to search for template orientation.
The displacement of each template is the difference between predicted and actual position in the mosaic. Displacement is determined by search for the peak in the crosscorrelation function between the template and the search region in the mosaic. If T (x, y) is the normalized template intensity function and M(x, y) is the normalized mosaic intensity function, then the normalized correlation, computed as a function of displacement (d x , d y ), comes from the double integral Figure 16 presents a template and a search region from a concrete floor image and the correlation between them as a function of two-dimensional displacement.
Visual examination will show that the template is present in the center of the search region. The output of the entire matching process is a point correspondence. For each selected template comprising a feature, its predicted position and observed position in the mosaic is now known. Fig. 16 . Principle of operation. The translational pose error can be found as the position of the peak in a surface: the correlation surface as a function of displacement.
Pose Refinement
The fact that a mosaic can be constructed means that image registration and pose determination are equivalent problems. Many approaches to a solution are possible. Anticipating future work, we have used a Kalman filter (Gelb 1974) , which determines the planar pose that aligns a set of corresponding planar point features. While the assumption can be easily relaxed to an affine transform, if needed, we presently expect several features to move as a rigid unit. To compute the pose of the image, attach a model frame M to an arbitrary location on it. Similarly, attach a world frame W to an arbitrary location on the mosaic.
The predicted positions of the point features with respect to the model frame m r come from their positions in the image. The observed positions of the corresponding features w r come from their positions in the mosaic. The problem is to find the pose ρ = (a, b, θ) T , or associated transform w m T (ρ), which best aligns the corresponding points. The situation is summarized in Figure 17 .
The prediction equation, or observer, tells us how to predict the locations of the points in the mosaic (world frame) from their locations in the image (model frame).
If we denote the Kalman state vector thus
then this relationship is of the form z = h(x) of the standard observer where the pose is the state vector, the model locations of the points are constant, and the prediction is the world locations of the points.
Output Transforms
The updated camera pose is now converted back to the time instant of the client system, and the camera pose and mosaic tracking offsets are removed. Depending on the time instant to which the result corresponds, the client may now account for the motion that took place from then to the present.
Mosaic Builder
This section describes our current technique for constructing a mosaic. Globally consistent mosaics are constructed from segments in a multistep process, which • fuses images along individual edges in the network,
• resolves disagreements between them at intersections, and
• stores the result in minimal memory.
Once the consistent mosaic is constructed, it can be used by all vehicles in the AGV fleet. Mosaic sharing is accomplished by rectifying each vehicle's imagery so that it produces the same viewing geometry as an ideally positioned pinhole camera. While techniques for adjusting intensity levels to remove seams (Burt and Adelson 1983) and internally warp images into mosaics are well-known, we have not found them necessary in our work.
Global Consistency
Recall earlier comments to the effect that repeatability of localization requires a globally consistent mosaic. Others have addressed this problem successfully in an underwater mosaicking context (Fleischer, Rock, and Burton 1997) . A more operational definition of consistency, since a mosaic can never be perfect, is to require that the mosaic be everywhere "smooth" to some threshold.
Addressing this problem for large two-dimensional areas is a matter we have been able to avoid so far. However, we have found it necessary to address the global consistency of graphlike networks of otherwise one-dimensional mosaics.
The fundamental issue in mosaic fusion is a set of residual errors at intersections that must be resolved simultaneously.
In the case that the mosaic network contains cycles, it is likely that no rigid transformation of map segments will resolve the errors-some amount of warping will be necessary.
Resolving Inconsistency
Each piece of mosaic associated with an edge of the guidepath network is initially collected as a separate map segment. Each collected image has an associated pose derived from the position estimate available at the time the image was acquired. In practice, such segments are internally consistent to a pixel at the time of construction due to the quality of odometry.
However, the errors that arise where segments intersect are due to odometry errors accumulated over perhaps hundreds of image widths, so these errors can be significant. The simultaneous solution of the residual equations that could be written for each intersection would be an ideal method of solution.
Our method is similar to the frame-to-mosaic scheme of . It is admittedly inferior to simultaneous solution but has been more expedient in practice. We create a mosaic by sequentially placing each segment into the right place in a global frame of reference. Once a segment is placed, it is not moved and the movements and distortions necessary to resolve intersections must be borne entirely by incoming segments.
In the case of cyclic networks, warping the internal structure of a segment is performed to ensure that endpoints rectify. Consistency is achieved through establishing correspondences between identifiable common features in the imagery of two or more intersecting segments.
The results are merely self-consistent if the ultimate location of a feature is determined from its unwarped location the first time it was added to the mosaic. However, calibration to an external standard, such as a CAD drawing, is also possible if the ultimate location of a feature is forced, through warping, to agree with the standard when the feature first enters the mosaic. In either case, all other segments are thereafter forced to agree with the initially assigned location.
In the self-consistent case, because locations are determined from odometry, later segments may be required to bear increasing distortion to account for the now irreversible errors in earlier segments. In the externally consistent case, because such standards tend to be more self-consistent, less warping may be necessary.
In either case, provided the mosaic is sufficiently smooth, it becomes trackable and repeatable, although its accuracy is entirely determined by matters of calibration. Figure 18 visually indicates various intermediate stages in the process of constructing a globally consistent mosaic. A single segment is shown containing many calibration features, indicated by black xs along its length. The segment configu- Fig. 18 . Construction of a globally consistent mosaic. Segments are sequentially forced to agree at the calibration features indicated by the black xs. Where the mosaic segments close on themselves, segments are distorted as necessary to remove odometry error. ration in panel (a) is determined by odometry. In panel (d) , the segment has been rendered globally consistent at the two places where it folds on itself.
Mosaic Construction Example
Implementation and Results
This section summarizes our implementation of several mosaic-based localization systems and the results achieved.
Vehicles, Hardware, and Test Sites
One mosaic-based localization system for our 40,000 square foot test facility has been in operation for 4 years. Systems have also been deployed in two other facilities. It has been used on forked, tug, and unit-load AGVs. The tug AGV is shown in Figure 19 .
Variants have also been applied by others to mining vehicles imaging the walls of mines. For these vehicles, we have developed several sizes and versions of the highly engineered custom lighting and imaging module illustrated in Figure 20 .
Due to this device, it has become unnecessary to process mosaics for lighting variations on many floors. Of course, the reason for using the system is to generate sufficient illumination in regions that were otherwise too dark to extract texture.
Processing performance is highly related to some matters of geometry. The highest level at which an imaging module could be mounted was about 8 inches at the image plane. Also, we chose to use a pixel size of 2.5 mm to generate about 100 pixels across an image, and we updated lookup tables appropriately. 
Performance
The performance of the system against some of the metrics derived earlier is presented here.
Memory Usage
To date, four mosaics have been constructed and used. These mosaics have ranged in size from 80 to 200 linear meters-all with closed loops. These mosaics have been small enough to store in RAM.
Texture Tolerance
We have observed excellent noise immunity in the correlation algorithm. It operates robustly in the face of months of cu-mulative dust and grime, which can hide the underlying floor texture that was originally mapped. Concrete floors with exposed aggregate work especially well. We have also verified outdoor operation over textured asphalt over time periods including intervening inclement weather.
Processing Performance
Experiments have shown that an 800 MHz Pentium III can perform 1.5 × 10 8 correlation operations per second, when use of the MMX instruction set is forced. Based on this value, Table 3 summarizes the performance of this CPU for the indicated template and search parameter values.
On the basis of Figure 9 , and the above result, a vehicle speed of 30 m/s can be supported at 0.1 seconds cycle time. We have at times observed reliable tracking under good calibration as fast as a forktruck can be comfortably driven in a straight line (perhaps 8 m/s) using a Pentium II, but we have not attempted the above highway speed figure on the Pentium III. Our normal AGV operating speed is a mere 2.5 m/s, which corresponds to a mere 1000 times resolution. We redirect the computational capacity to drive fast toward enhancing reliability at slower speeds by overconstraining pose refinement and using very large templates and search regions.
Mapping Speed
The overlap speed limit applies to the process of online mosaic construction, but not to mosaic tracking. For an overlap of 30%, and our image size of 0.3 meters, and 10 Hz update, this gives 2.1 m/s as the maximum vehicle speed sustainable while automatically building mosaics.
If mosaics are constructed online, there is a clear motivation to decrease cycle time as much as possible. If sufficient cycle time reduction is not possible, images can be stored at frame rate and processed offline, as long as they still overlap.
Safe Distance after Loss of Visual Lock
Under the assumptions leading to Figure 8 , for a typical search radius of 12 pixels = 3 cm, the processor's ability to search the required radius is exceeded in 35 cm of motion since the last fix. In practice, it is possible to simply stop when this failure occurs and conduct a wider search of the mosaic. If the loss of visual lock was not due to significant appearance changes or excursion off the mosaic, the tracker error can be resolved and the system can continue to operate.
Installation Time
Building mosaics is a process that requires that the entire network of guidepaths be walked at least once at normal human walking speed (approximately 0.5 m/s). Thereafter, offline mosaic registration requires a few minutes per intersection. Extrapolating from our experience, total mosaic creation for a large site, from the initial preparatory steps to the image collection to the final offline creation, can be done in less than a day.
Repeatability and Accuracy
On our mosaic at Carnegie Mellon University, the system has operated for 4 years producing 1 mm repeatability at speeds exceeding 15 mph-more than safety regulations would allow outside our controlled laboratory setting. The 1 mm repeatability stems from the choice of 2.5 mm pixel size and the fact that correlation surfaces exhibit peaks sharp enough to permit subpixel template localization. Individual processing cycles where no fix can be computed are virtually nonexistent. Generally, absolute accuracy has not been a concern in our tests, so it is not quantified-nor is it particularly relevant.
Reliability
It has been our experience that mosaic-based positioning is a very practical, high-performance, infrastructure-free solution to vehicle guidance in simply structured environments. Results have shown it to be a competitive position estimation technique for at least industrial AGVs and perhaps for other vehicles. We have run vehicles in our facility that do not get lost for weeks of sustained operation until someone decides to change the software and "improve" things. Recently, we have executed a 40-hour endurance qualification test. Some test details are summarized in Table 4 . The table provides detailed records of the last 13 days of an 8-week test program. Reliability continued to improve over this 8-week period as problems were diagnosed and fixed. The difference between system on time and elapsed time reflects the schedule of the part-time testing staff. Most continuous testing periods were from 4 to 8 hours. This result indicates that the system can operate for an entire week before an event (such as unrecoverable loss of visual lock on the mosaic) requiring human intervention occurs. Such human intervention would typically last only a few minutes while the system was reregistered on the mosaic.
Summary and Conclusions
Summary
This article has discussed an important new approach to mobile robot and vehicle localization based on building and tracking mosaics. Such an approach to localization enables infrastructure-free, free-ranging vehicle guidance exhibiting repeatability everywhere in the target environment on the order of a pixel. Even large-scale mosaics can be built relatively easily and cheaply with contemporary technology. Our restriction to substantially flat environments, while theoretically strict, excludes only a relatively small percentage of all wheeled vehicles in operation today. Many such environments also exhibit persistent visual texture.
Motivation
Although the technique of using photorealistic scene models might be considered extreme, such models can be • necessary due to the sparseness of appearance features on many man-made surfaces,
• viable due to validity of several simplifying assumptions, and
• useful due to superior performance relative to alternatives.
If one commits the effort required to construct a mosaic, the benefits can make the time well invested.
Feasibility
We have also found that many floors do exhibit enough visual texture for mosaic-based navigation to work. It may have sounded absurd even a decade ago to propose navigating from a huge 10 GByte image of a factory floor. However, we have now reached the point where memory, processing, and imaging hardware are both adequate and inexpensive. Consider the following:
• A contemporary double-sided, double-layer DVD-18 ROM disk can store 17.0 GBytes. This represents, at 1 cm resolution, a swath of imagery 1 foot wide from Boston to Seattle-completely across the continent of North America. Many applications can store usefully large areas in 100 MByte solid state flash disks-similar to those used in consumer digital cameras.
• Real-time vision applications that required dedicated specialized computers (e.g., dense stereo) are now routinely performed on desktop computers. The Intel Pentium MMX extensions perform template correlation in a single instruction.
• CMOS cameras can cost as little as $80 and digitizers $100.
Performance
Two important fundamental figures of merit that characterize overall performance are excursion and velocity expressed in units of system resolution. For mosaic-based localization, the first metric becomes bounded only by offline memory, and guidepaths 20 units wide and roughly 1 billion units long can be represented. Speeds in excess of 1000 units per second can be tracked visually. Stating results in this way permits extrapolation to aerial, space, and other applications.
Applications
An application to automated guided vehicles has been presented, whereas the technique applies to the problem of determining motion of a camera over any scene that can be represented by a mosaic. Designs for microscopic and planetary scales are equally possible since imagery can be produced at such scales. While none of the assumptions of a completely known scene, or restricted camera motion, or externally estimated motion are necessary in general, a field-relevant result can be achieved when those assumptions are justified and exploited. Some applications for which this approach to localization is likely to be beneficial include • service robots in homes, offices, and facilities performing such duties as food and mail delivery, waste disposal, entertainment, surveillance, and floor care;
• container and material handling in paved outdoor rail, trucking, and shipping yards; and
• small materials handling in factories and order picking in warehouses.
